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THE POWER TO 
MOVE WITH YOU
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COMFORT REACHES NEW HEIGHTS
The human body wasn’t meant to sit for hours on end. Standing not only allows the body to 
circulate blood and oxygen while regulating blood pressure, but it increases the ability to focus 
while combating fatigue. Supporting the increasing popularity of sit-to-stand workstations, 
HON Coordinate height adjustable table bases deliver a healthier style of working by allowing a 
seamless transition between sitting and standing throughout the day. Incorporate sit-to-stand 
worksurfaces into any open, private or training spaces, and Coordinate perfectly with anyone’s 
desire to achieve a healthier way to work.

Coordinate, Nucleus®, Abound® and 
Contain® inspired by Seedling palette. 
www.hon.com/fabrics-finishes
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SIT TO STAND —

Allow workers to easily adjust their desk 

height throughout the day, which can help 

keep them active, healthy and focused.

Coordinate, Voi®, Accommodate™, Nucleus 
and Arrange™ inspired by Berry palette.  
hon.com/fabrics-finishes
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RISE TO ANY OCCASION
Coordinate is designed to fit all HON worksurfaces to give anyone a much-needed change of pace and 
posture. The 3-stage column design extends the total range beyond the typical 2-stage design, and 
is engineered with a heavy-duty frame that continues to perform at the highest level, even under the 
heaviest usage. This makes Coordinate ideal for supporting a wider variety of users and work styles.

Coordinate, 10500 Series™, Endorse® 
and Flock® inspired by Tranquility 
palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes

Coordinate, 10500 Series, Endorse and Flock inspired by Coastal palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes
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Coordinate with Solve. Inspired by Tranquility 
palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes
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CONTROL TYPES
The optional memory control with digital 
display moves the worksurface to one 
of four preset levels, making it easier to 
achieve consistent worksurface heights 
when used in rows. The standard control 
moves up and down nearly 26” to any 
desired height.

ADDED DEPTH 
Coordinate is the only height adjustable 
base designed to accommodate HON 
worksurface depths from 24”D to 
30”D without the need for additional 
components.

FROM SIT TO STAND
To support a variety of desired postures 
and preferences, the base ranges 
from 23⅝” H to 49¼”H (including the 
worksurface thickness).

EXPAND THE POSSIBILITIES
With the ability to support HON 
worksurfaces ranging from 48”W to 
72”W without additional components, 
Coordinate works however and wherever 
your choose. 

Coordinate, Contain, Voi, Ignition and 
Endorse. Inspired by Galaxy palette.  
hon.com/fabrics-finishes

FROM SIT TO STAND
Choose from 2-leg or 3-leg base options 
to allow workers the choice of workstation 
layouts. Both have three stages and 
independent motors.

POWER MODULE
Route power to the table top through
modules that connect to worksurface
grommets. The 10’ cord easily reaches
wall or floor outlets, and the wire 
management neatly organizes cables.

CASTERS
Move your height-adjustable worksurface
anywhere with field-installable casters that
roll effortlessly on any surface and lock
when desired.



For more information, visit hon.com/coordinate
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INSTALLS IN MINUTES. 
LASTS FOR YEARS.
The beauty of a Coordinate height adjustable base is in its simplicity and durability. Each 
base is able to quickly and easily attach to a HON worksurface, and can even be retrofitted 
to existing worksurfaces. The tubular steel frame and motor have met rigorous testing 
standards that double the BIFMA weight standards to ensure a high performance work 
environment for years to come. Backed by the HON Full Lifetime Warranty, you can rest 
assured that your investment is guaranteed to pay off.

Systems worksuraces in Brilliant White.


